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              hat those of us involved in Christian Classical schooling have a very 
clear and counter-cultural idea about the end of education makes preparing 
our students for higher education both a blessing and a curse.  As several 
authors in this issue point out, students with a solid grounding in the 
Trivium are well-equipped to take advantage of the academic offerings at 
liberal arts colleges.  On the other hand, many colleges and universities do 
not share our view on the end toward which education should aim.  Do we 
really want to prepare our students for a smooth transition into the modern 
“multiversity”?  We are working toward the formation of wise and virtuous 
adults who are able to discern what is true and choose what is good and 
articulate clearly the reasons for these choices.  This is something quite 
different from the emphasis on information over formation and the training 
to earn a living which has become the end of the matter for too many colleges 
and universities.
 Hence, in seeking to equip students for higher education we may face 
some hard decisions in designing an upper school curriculum for instance.  
Should we offer AP courses and, more importantly, teach to the AP tests?  Do 
we add Advanced Calculus and Micro-biology to the curriculum because 
colleges now expect these?  Should we sacrifice going deeply into one subject 
or one book for giving a broader sampling of subjects and books?  If colleges 
measure how much information potential entrants have in their heads, to 
what extent must we bow to this expectation and forego those things which 
form their minds and characters?  
 While other high schools are offering a wider and wider array of 
“college-level” classes and more and more AP courses to make student 
transcripts look good for colleges, we must stick to our principles and not 
add courses for the sole reason that they supposedly help our students get 
into college.  And yet, shouldn’t students be equipped for the entrance testing 
that college requires?  This preparation has spawned an entire industry; are 
we being left behind?  I believe a good argument can be made that what 
we are doing by teaching such things as Euclidean geometry and Classical 
Rhetoric does prepare them to handle both entrance tests and college-level 
courses.
 Students whose minds have been shaped by rigorous work in the 
Classical liberal arts of the Trivium and the Quadrivium are well prepared 
for higher learning and for standing against the currents of modern culture.  
We can be thankful that there are still colleges and many professors, such as 
those who are contributors to this issue, who want the kind of students we 
are graduating from Christian Classical schools.
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C lassical Christian educators often ask for a description 
of “some aspects of the preparation, academic, spiritual, 
social, etc.” needed by our students to help them prepare 
for the secular university. These requests are sincere and 
well-intended. The problem I have with them is that 
today’s secular universities are so thoroughly secularized, 
so completely opposed to the culture, philosophies 
and institutions that gave rise to them that no “aspect” 
of Classical Christian education can be omitted when 
discussing the preparation students will need when they 
arrive at these schools. 
     Classical Christian education rests on a balanced teaching 
of the arts of language (trivium) and the arts of mathematics 
(quadrivium). In the quadrivium arithmetic leads to geometry 
and then to astronomy and music. We see there are other 
subjects both directly and indirectly mathematical that 
can be taught, studied and learned on this basis. The other 
pillar of our curriculum is the trivium, the arts of language: 
grammar, logic and rhetoric. Throughout most of the history 
of Classical Christian education, whether we trace it back to 
Dorothy Sayers, Martin Luther, Alcuin and Charlemagne or 
Saint Augustine, grammar has been taught through Latin. 
     The seven liberal arts understood as the arts of language 
and the arts of mathematics are the foundations of education 
in Europe and America, but there is an even more essential 
element, an atmosphere and an environment rather than a 
curriculum, which has nourished education ever since Plato 
formulated the first curriculum based on both language and 
mathematics. I am speaking of a commitment to the reality 
of the transcendent as wise, benevolent and above all good, 
which then was developed in the ancient Roman Empire 
and was most fully realized in the Christian faith. 
     Medieval, renaissance and early modern universities 
were founded in part to train professionals in important 
skills, such as medicine, law and theology. In recent years 
this aspect has expanded to include engineering and 
business. It was soon clear, however, that the knowledge of 
the seven liberal arts needed to be taught and developed 
on the university level as well as earlier. The goals of 
university education for a thousand years have depended 
on deepening and developing students’ command of the 

liberal arts so that they could ultimately take full advantage 
of professional schools and other vocations. 
     Universities were founded to educate Christians in the 
liberal arts so that they would be adequately prepared 
to live out their vocations as believers, subjects and later 
citizens and, lastly, as trained professionals. This is still 
the only explanation that can begin to make sense out 
of the enormous and enormously expensive educational 
system of the United States and Europe. For these historical 
reasons, Christians educated in the traditional liberal arts 
are the students best equipped to take full advantage of 
universities.  
     Universities, however, have sometimes forgotten their 
original mission and, in many cases, have systematically 
worked to root out and eliminate the traces of that 
mission in the life of the institution. Their excuse is 
research, especially research in STEM (science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics) subjects. They often boast 
how many jobs and how much money has been “generated” 
by education directly and indirectly by the discoveries and 
patents of their researchers. 
     Actually research does not pay for itself. Universities and 
colleges make money, when they do, from tuition. In the 
secular university I know best administrators admit, when 
pressed, that 70% of the operating costs of the university 
come from tuition.
     Tuition is money paid for teaching by parents and 
students, who earn the money or borrow it. Although 
universities love to put on their webpages stories of 
undergraduate students participating in research, most 
students do no research and many who do are engaged at 
a relatively elementary level. Most students do take classes, 
however, and many of these classes form part of distribution 
requirements and requirements for majors.  
     What goes on in these classes? We can answer these 
questions in many ways. There are many large lecture 
classes, where information is given with the help of 
PowerPoint presentations and checked with the use of 
clickers and multiple-choice examinations. These classes are 
very profitable for the institution. Unfortunately this kind of 
course has produced the idea of the MOOC, “massive open 
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online courses,” where similar lecture courses are offered 
to large numbers over the Internet. If the idea of the MOOC 
catches on, we sometimes hear, almost everyone will have 
the opportunity to enjoy the advantages of university-level 
lecture courses at little or no cost. We hear less often what 
those advantages are supposed to be. One department at a 
state university I know has invested heavily in large lecture 
courses taught with PowerPoint and clickers. Its latest 
program review revealed an interesting parallelism. Based 
on its research it was ranked #10 among public university 
departments in its area, while it was ranked third from 
the bottom of its university’s departments on the basis of 
student evaluations of its teaching. 
     Much university teaching is still in smaller classes 
where students’ work is evaluated on the basis of papers, 
examinations with longer or shorter essay answers and 
even oral reports. Courses in foreign languages, philosophy 
and mathematics will often encourage class participation 
in discussion and debate. Students of the trivium and 
quadrivium are well prepared for success in such classes, 
where they will also enrich and improve the skills in 
language and mathematics they brought with them to the 
university. 
     There is another side of the intellectual atmosphere of 
American universities, however. At a recent open meeting 
organized to “kick off” the program reviews of departments 
in the social sciences, representatives of various departments 
offered insights on what makes their department or 
program special or successful or, at least, worthy of 
additional financial support from the administration. The 
spokesman of one department opined that, along with all 
the research and outreach to the non-academic community 
that other departments were boasting of, “Let’s face it, folks. 
It’s not just about research in an academic subject. We are 
here to change our students and change the world.” She 
then went on to note that students in her classes, especially 
freshmen, begin by rejecting the ideas that she taught, that 
they were the beneficiaries of an unjust and racist power 
structure that unfairly privileged their acceptance into 
a good school and later into obtaining a good job. Soon, 
however, they learned and by the end of one semester they 
accepted what they were taught. A discussion and question 
period followed the brief departmental presentations and I 
waited patiently for someone, anyone, to stand up and say, 
“In my department we teach an academic subject that we 
believe is interesting and important. I do not consider it my 
mission to turn our students into an ideological Mini-Me, 
who spouts my views.” I waited until we broke for coffee. I 

am still waiting.  
     Classical Christian educators have a dual mission. They 
teach their students subjects in the context of a traditional 
and balanced curriculum. This curriculum is the course 
of study for which universities were originally founded 
in the Middle Ages and for which they were founded 
and maintained throughout the renaissance and modern 
world. Universities still need and usually want students 
equipped with this education because they can profit 
from what universities have to offer and can contribute 
to universities on every level, but especially in their core 
mission of teaching. Classical Christian educators, however, 
have a further goal: preparing their students for their 
vocations as citizens of their earthly country and their role 
in the heavenly kingdom of transcendent truth and moral 
absolutes ruled by a just, merciful and loving God. This 
worldview has been sensed by many people and is most 
clearly revealed in the Bible. This goal our educators once 
shared with professors and teachers of the universities of 
Europe and America.
     University professors, however, no longer share this goal. 
There has been a dramatic change in the object of university 
education as seen by professors and the public school 
teachers that train (though they scarcely educate) future 
students for universities. Their current goal is to liberate 
students from the traditional attitudes they have learned 
from their parents and teachers, often unconsciously, but 
with the students in our schools, quite consciously. Plato 
in Republic VII talked of teachers who see themselves as 
putting sight into blind eyes. Our university teachers see 
their students rather as glasses and their mission as rather 
emptying those glasses of the filthy water left there by 
society in general and their parents in particular, cleaning 
out those glasses and pouring in clear water unpolluted by 
the dead hand of the past, traditional morality and Christian 
faith.
     Plato rejected this idea of teaching. For him humans have 
the capacity to see and understand truth, if educated in the 
arts of language and mathematics. The teacher’s vocation 
is to turn students, not just the eyes or head but the whole 
person, body and soul so they can see the real world, 
appreciate and love it. This is not the reductionist world of 
materialism and physical and chemical forces, but a world 
where beauty, justice and truth are real, the soul is real, and 
where God is real, in fact the ground of all reality. 
     On one level university professors want morality and 
justice. They do not want their students to cheat or elections 
to be rigged or the stock market and social security to be 
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ponzi schemes, where the clever and ruthless succeed 
while the innocent and naïve suffer. Still they teach their 
students about such a world. With only materialism and 
the Darwinian war of all against all, what else can there 
ultimately be? Their students will be “in the know”, 
although they may decide it is wiser not to spill the beans to 
their fellow citizens.
     Classicist John M. Rist has written on this theme. His 
book Real Ethics: Reconsidering the Foundations of Morality 
(Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 2002) begins 
with a memorable excoriation of the hypocrisy of academic 
philosophers, who want to retain the social advantages 
of religion and morality while building careers on 
undermining their intellectual foundations. In Plato’s Moral 
Realism: The Discovery of the Presuppositions of Ethics (Catholic 
University of America Press: Washington DC, 2012) 
Rist surveys Plato’s dialogues. His conclusion is modest 
but challenging. “What I have tried to argue is not that 
moral realism can be defended, but that Plato believed—
and I agree with him—that only some version of the 
transcendental moral realism he developed over time offers 

any possibility of an honest defense against moral nihilism, 
whether explicit or logically implicit, whether that of Athens 
in the fourth century B.C. (which he specifically tried to 
defuse) or of twenty-first-century Cambridge, Boston, or 
Mecca.”
     The tradition-challenged nihilism of the academy has 
seeped down into the ethical thinking and practical morality 
of ordinary citizens and politicians and has affected 
university teaching on many levels. Classical Christian 
educators are not only teaching students important subjects 
in a meaningful curriculum. You are standing up for and 
teaching your students to stand up for the worldview that 
makes sense out of every subject, of education as a whole 
and of every human life. This is your mission, if you choose 
to accept it.

E. Christian Kopff is Associate Director of the Honors Program 
at the University of Colorado, Boulder. He is author of The Devil 
Knows Latin: Why America Needs the Classical Tradition 
(1999), editor of a critical edition of Euripides, Bacchae (1982) and 
translator of Josef Pieper, Tradition: Concept and Claim (2008).
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Preparing for Christian Higher Education
by Louis Markos

         s a professor of English at a Christian liberal-arts 
university (Houston Baptist University), I have dedicated 
much time to identifying the critical and creative skills 
that a liberal-arts university should instill in its students. 
In this essay, I would like to speak directly, not to my 
colleagues, but to high school students who are preparing 
to be freshmen at a liberal arts university, particularly one 
founded on Christian beliefs and principles. By surveying 
four key skills that lie, or at least should lie, at the heart of a 
liberal arts education, I hope to alert future undergraduates 
to the kind of intellectual rigor that will be expected of them 
in college and to start them thinking about the kinds of skills 
they will be expected to have developed by the time they 
graduate. When I teach freshmen composition, it is my habit 
to forbid students from using the second person; however, 
to help increase the immediacy of this essay, I will break my 
own rule and address college-bound high school students as 
“you.”  

Move beyond the Surface
 During your college years, you will be encouraged 
again and again to analyze, to dig deeper, to explore. Your 
professors will not be satisfied—and, soon, you should 
not be satisfied—with simple answers that only scratch 
the surface of the subject at hand. In many high-school 
English classes, if you wrote a paper on Romeo and Juliet that 
offered a well-written, grammatically-correct synopsis of 
the plot, you would likely receive an “A.” Not so in college. 
If all you can manage to do is retell the play, if all you are 
capable of is a simple plot summary, that paper, no matter 
how effectively written and organized, will receive, at the 
very most, a “B-.” In college you will be expected to move 
beyond the surface. 
 Likewise, if you are asked in a freshman 
composition class to describe an incident that occurred in 
your past and the significance of that incident, don’t give 
your teacher a detailed, blow-by-blow description of the 
event and then conclude, in a single sentence, that after that 
incident you “took life more seriously.” When a teacher asks 
you to define and explore the significance of something, that 
is what you need to do. Most people, students or otherwise, 
cling to the surface, for it is hard work to explore: it is risky, 

it is time-consuming, and it calls for significantly higher 
brain functions. It is so safe and peaceful on the surface 
of the water; to dive down to the depths below would be 
uncomfortable and challenging. But down there, on the 
ocean bottom, are the real wonders. Knowledge “too” is like 
that; she hides her wisdom and her insight lest the lazy and 
the reckless should get a hold of it and treat it rudely and 
harshly like the swine who trample the pearls underfoot. 
 If you are at a Christian university, bring this same 
zest for adventure and discovery to your religious growth. 
On the surface of Christianity are rules and regulations, 
standards of behavior and moral expectations. These, of 
course, you must learn, but you must also go deeper: move 
to the heart of the spiritual life. Yes, you will ask such 
academic questions as “Does God exist?” and “What does 
He expect of us?” But you mustn’t stop there. God is more 
than a definition to be memorized.  He is a living, active 
Being who desires to have a relationship with you. It is not 
enough to determine merely whether God is true or not; you 
must also decide if He is real.

Uncover Assumptions
 We live in an age of sound bite knowledge. That 
is to say, much of our information comes to us in the form 
of discrete, pre-packaged capsules. The media, in all its 
forms, assaults us daily with a kaleidoscope of sounds and 
images that are meant to appeal to us not on a rational or 
logical level, but on a strictly emotional “knee-jerk” level. 
Thus, a politician will make a long speech that details his 
platform and the assumptions on which that platform 
stands, but the media will only provide us with a smattering 
of disjointed, ten-second fragments from the speech. Even 
worse, the fragments will never reveal or explore the 
assumptions, nor will they detail the position itself; they will 
confine themselves, instead, to a witty pun, an emotional 
illustration, or a slanderous attack. 
 Trained as we are in such knee-jerk responses, it has 
become increasingly difficult for young people (and adults!) 
to uncover the assumptions on which political, theological, 
ethical, and aesthetic statements rest. It has become so much 
easier to turn off the higher functions of our brains and just 
think in sound bites. Such behavior, however, is dangerous, 
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especially in a democracy where the leaders are a reflection 
of the people.  
 One of the traditional functions of a liberal arts 
university has been to make good citizens, people who can 
analyze complex issues, who can break down arguments 
into their component parts and then examine the validity of 
each part. Most college students don’t realize that behind all 
of their majors are assumptions that are accepted without 
question. It is imperative at a liberal arts university that 
students learn and apply tools for critical thinking that will 
allow them to determine the assumptions on which the 
central claims of their disciplines rest. 
 And these tools are more, not less, important in a 
Christian university. Most of the differences that distinguish 
modern thought from traditional Christian thought can 
be traced back to the assumptions upon which these 
contrasting systems are built. Thus, whereas our modern 
world rests on an evolutionary paradigm (that emphasizes 
progress and that posits physical matter as the origin of all 
things), biblical Christianity rests on a creationist paradigm 
(that emphasizes fixed codes and unchanging essences and 
that posits the spiritual as the origin). The fight between 
Christian and modern lies far deeper than any squabble 
over whether the six days of creation are literal or figurative; 
what is at issue is a battle over the very nature of reality. 
When a Christian and a modern disagree over whether the 
parting of the Red Sea was a miracle, what is more often 
at issue is the underlying assumption of whether or not 
miracles are possible.
 Students who attend a Christian university must 
test the assumptions on which modernism rests. Now, after 
close study, you may decide that you agree with modernist 
assumptions. That is all right. What must be avoided at 
a liberal arts university, especially a Christian one, is not 
the informed acceptance of modernism—human beings 
are, after all, free agents—but the uncritical embracing 
of systems of thought that claim to be “objective” and 
based solely on facts but which rest on unstated (and often 
unproven) assumptions.

Make Connections 
 To my mind, the greatest joy of a liberal-arts 
education comes in those dazzling moments when a 
connection suddenly, almost magically forms between 
areas of thought that might at first seem wholly unrelated: 
English and biology, psychology and physics, history and 
economics, and so forth. It’s that “aha” moment when the 

light bulb flashes and you glimpse a previously invisible 
thread that weaves its way through the academic tapestry. 
I hope you will experience many such moments in your 
college career and that they will encourage you to avoid 
isolating and compartmentalizing your knowledge. 
 Many today believe that wide-spread access to the 
vast stores of information available on the web is producing 
more intelligent students. I do not agree. The internet alone 
cannot make a student wise. That students now have access 
to more facts, figures, and statistics is not bad in itself, but 
the possession of discrete information is not equivalent to 
wisdom. Wisdom, understanding, and discernment only 
come when knowledge is synthesized into a greater whole, 
when connections are made that render the knowledge 
knowable, meaningful, and human. 
 If you attend a Christian liberal arts university, 
then the call to connect and integrate knowledge becomes 
even more vital. If you attend such a school, you will 
spend at least one semester studying works that were 
written by pre-Christian pagan writers. If you want to 
benefit from your education while remaining a serious 
Christian, then you must learn to draw together the lights 
of Athens and Jerusalem, the great accomplishments of 
humanism with the timeless truths of Christianity. You 
must not compartmentalize your faith, cutting it off from 
your humanistic studies or professional goals. You must 
know the maxim that “all truth is God’s truth” and seek to 
profit from all the wisdom that has been learned through 
the centuries. You must not reject the teachings of Plato or 
the symbols of classical mythology as pagan deceptions, 
but must learn to discern within them a seed of truth whose 
final source is the Triune God. 

Enter into the Dialogue
 At the core of any true liberal arts education lie 
the Great Books of Western Civilization, those timeless 
classics that contain, to quote Matthew Arnold, “the best 
that has been thought and known in the world.” They 
include the works of such thinkers as Homer, Virgil, Dante 
and Shakespeare, Plato, Aristotle, Descartes and Nietzsche, 
Herodotus, Machiavelli and Mill, Euclid, Ptolemy, Newton 
and Einstein, Marx, Darwin, and Freud, and, of course, 
the writers of the Old and New Testaments. Some of these 
writers you will have read in high school, but at a liberal 
arts university you will be expected to do more than read 
passively the works of these mighty thinkers. You will 
be expected, quite literally, to enter into the dialogue, to 
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become an active participant in a three-thousand-year-old 
conversation. 
 The reading of Great Books is not a one-way 
activity. The dialogue is real and energizing and calls for 
intense effort. In high school, perhaps, you thought it 
sufficient to do your homework assignments while lounging 
on your bed. Such passive, lazy reading will no longer do 
on the college level. You will be expected to read actively 
with pen in hand, marking key passages and underlining 
recurring themes and images. The business you are about is 
serious and life-changing; it is not to be trifled with.
 That, however, is not to say that you should 
slavishly accept everything that is in the book merely 
because it is a classic or that you should reject it out of 
hand as being out of date. To enter into the dialogue means 
neither to kowtow to the status quo nor to close off your 
mind to the voice of the past. It means treating your mind 
as a raw piece of wood and the Great Book as a lathe. Use 
the work not as a substitute for original thought but as a 
tool for shaping and honing your ideas. Be like Jacob, who 
wrestled all night with the angel, and don’t let the book go 

till it bestows its blessing on you. And yes, if you are at a 
Christian liberal arts university, then don’t be afraid to carry 
that wrestling match into the precincts of the Early Church 
Fathers and even the Bible itself. Remember that the wisest 
man who ever lived, Solomon, wrote a book of the Bible 
(Ecclesiastes) whose theme lies far afield from the cheerful 
optimism generally expected of the Christian. 
 So gird up your loins, and prepare yourself for 
an adventure! An exciting world of ideas lies in wait. But 
remember this: the point of a liberal arts education is not 
just to prepare you to do something, but to be someone: 
someone who is unafraid to think, to explore, to question, 
and to grow. May God speed you on your way!

Louis Markos (www.Loumarkos.com), Professor in English 
and Scholar in Residence at Houston Baptist University, holds 
the Robert H. Ray Chair in Humanities; his books include 
From Achilles to Christ, Apologetics for the 21st Century, 
Literature: A Student’s Guide, and On the Shoulders of 
Hobbits: The Road to Virtue with Tolkien and Lewis. 
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The Progressive College Classroom
by Erick Allen

        hen I served in law enforcement, I often testified in 
court that my identification of contraband was based on 
“my training and experience.” What I say below derives 
from my training and experience as a graduate student in 
English at a state university in the Southeast. You are well 
aware that classical school graduates who enroll in public 
universities find themselves in an unfamiliar environment. 
I suspect it is not news that some of their instructors, 
especially those in the humanities and social sciences, see 
it as their pedagogical responsibility to challenge, if not 
dislodge, the presumed default and faulty worldview of 
these “naive” undergraduate students.
 The elements commonly considered in need of 
reform include the following: any residual beliefs in the 
supernatural; any sense of pride in our American heritage; 
the ethical and epistemological systems inherited from 
the Western tradition; the putative tactics for preserving 
privilege, especially as practiced by white males; the belief 
that free-market capitalism is preferable to any other 
economic system; and adherence to conservative social/
political views. By no means is every public university 
instructor dedicated to defeating these threats to all things 
good and left of center. However, enough instructors have 
accepted this calling to give the stereotype legitimacy. 
Moreover, freshman composition courses seem to have an 
undue proportion of these brave warriors.
 Strange as it may sound, one of my professors 
proposed that as an English instructor, my goal should not 
be to teach English literature or composition per se. Rather, 
it should be to use writing and literature as a means to 
shake students out of comfort zones and prepare them for 
life in a democratic society. To clarify, “democratic” in this 
context means a pure democracy. My pedagogy should 
seek to replace the undergraduate’s defective worldview 
with a combination of the following: social and economic 
justice, environmentalist values, a sense of global 
citizenship, and a political perspective that lies somewhere 
on the progressive-socialist-marxist-communist spectrum. 
Well aware of the liabilities of oversimplification, I will 
use “progressive” to refer to the worldview cluster that 
embraces one or more of these priorities.
 As long ago as 1992, Maxine Hairston, former 

chair of the Conference on College Composition and 
Communication, gave this warning: “I see a new model 
emerging for freshman writing programs, a model that 
disturbs me greatly. It’s a model that puts dogma before 
diversity, politics before craft, ideology before critical 
thinking, and the social goals of the teacher before the 
educational needs of the student” (698). In 2006, Nan 
Miller, a retired university English professor, confirmed 
Hairston’s fears: “freshman composition is more about 
altering student thinking than it is about improving 
student writing” (19). That freshman comp provides a 
captive and often vulnerable audience at a key point in an 
undergraduate’s academic career is not lost on politically 
driven instructors.
 I suspect that many Classical school graduates 
place out of freshman composition and happily avoid 
the provocations described above. Nevertheless, this 
pedagogical agenda is not limited to freshman comp, 
nor to English departments. I hope to encourage 
Classical school educators, and particularly those in the 
upper grades, to prepare students for the personal and 
ideological challenges of a public university. To that end, I 
want to make transparent two common rhetorical moves 
of progressives. 
 This essay does not map out two ways of thinking 
so much as two ways of arguing. First, progressive 
argument moves from values to truth and ethics. Second, 
progressives operate with a different kind of consistency 
than we are used to in Classical reasoning. I will follow 
this discussion with suggestions for preparing students to 
face these challenges.

Progressive Logic
 On May 8, 2012, North Carolina voters cast their 
ballot for or against a state constitutional amendment 
defining marriage between a man and a woman as the 
only legal union recognized by the state. The merits and 
demerits of the amendment are not the issue here. I want 
to use the event to illustrate the type of argument often 
heard in progressive college classrooms.
 An instructor friend of mine anticipated that the 
vote would go in favor of the amendment. In frustration, 
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she said the following: “I can’t believe that in a few days 
North Carolina voters will legislate hate against the gay 
citizens of our state. I feel like I can no longer enjoy my 
marriage. I’m ashamed we have privileges that other 
citizens in the state don’t.” Her remarks illustrate a 
common progressive rhetorical move.
 Most of us in the classical tradition argue, 
implicitly if not explicitly, from truth to ethics and values. 
A classical argument might go like this: “Revelation (and/
or Natural Law) tells us that humans have been created 
as male and female, and that marriage between male and 
female is the revealed/natural order of things. Therefore, 
other marital combinations are inappropriate and bad.”
 A typical progressive move, however, is to start 
with values, and then work toward truth and ethics. 
Affirmation of diversity and equality of privileges are 
highly valued in the progressive worldview. So, the 
progressive argument might go like this: “I accept and 
affirm all people as they are. I affirm every person’s 
right to any privileges enjoyed by anyone else. Gender 
preferences and orientations of competent adults 
constitute the standard by which marriage should be 
defined. Therefore, gay marriage is just as right and good 
as heterosexual marriage.”
 Given this logic, it is not surprising that my 
progressive friend accused her political opposition of 
hatred. Since she argues from compassion and tolerance 
to a pro- gay marriage stance, she naturally assumed that 
those who disagree with her must reason from hatred and 
intolerance.
 What this anecdote illustrates is the kind of 
“logic” your students will encounter in a progressive 
college classroom. Instructors rarely confront students 
head-on with challenges to first principles. The attack 
more often comes at the point of values and ethics. If an 
undergraduate attempts to defend her values by an appeal 
to first principles, a common counter-argument is to show 
how those first principles have led to undesirable values 
and practices, such as discrimination against women 
and minorities, or unequal power in the hands of white 
males. Therefore, the argument goes, the first principles 
themselves are defective and should be abandoned in 
favor of acceptable values.
 To argue from values to truth and ethics is 
rhetorically powerful. This is especially the case on a 
university campus where the umfeldgeist (“spirit of the 
place”) normalizes what our students have grown up 
considering unacceptable or immoral. It is not enough to 

prepare students for the classroom (via knowledge) or 
dorm room (via virtue). We must prepare them for the 
powerful intersection between the two, where progressive 
ideology finds its validation in personal relationships and 
new experiences.
 A university campus is an engineered cultural 
space in which, for the brief span of an undergraduate 
experience, progressive ethics and practices seem to work 
and thereby gain plausibility. What for 18 years parents 
and classical educators have taught “isn’t and shouldn’t” 
suddenly is and should. This can give an undergraduate 
moral and philosophical vertigo. What is not apparent 
(even, I would say, to most university faculty) is that 
this artificially created environment is underwritten by 
reliance on the very things the progressive classroom seeks 
to undermine: the a priori necessity of truth for knowledge, 
and the values and ethics which flow from truth.

Progressive Consistency
 A hallmark of the Classical approach is the 
connection between first principles and ethics. If you 
demonstrate that my belief in human dignity requires a 
change in my ethics or behavior, I will make the necessary 
adjustments. First principles trump my value and ethical 
preferences.
 The progressive, however, starts with a 
commitment to a political position. This may be a stance 
that is anti-death penalty, pro-choice, pro-social justice, 
pro- universal health care, anti-war, anti-capitalism, or 
pro-diversity. What matters to the progressive is that he 
is politically consistent. This trumps any inconsistencies 
his political positions may have with avowed first 
principles. Since truth is contingent and a by-product of 
personal preferences, philosophical inconsistencies are to 
be expected. They do not undermine the integrity of the 
ethical or the value system held by the progressive. The 
consistency valued by the Classical thinker is logical and 
philosophical. The consistency valued by the progressive 
is practical and political. 
 No wonder so many arguments between Classical 
thinkers and progressives end in a stalemate. The 
Classical approach tries to push the discussion back to 
presuppositions and demands logical consistency between 
ethics, values and first principles. The progressive, on 
the other hand, only worries about consistent application 
of her values. The fact that such consistency may 
require inconsistency with stated first principles is not 
a problem. For the progressive, truth is a side-effect of 
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personal values, not the foundation. That a side-effect is 
compromised is of no consequence.
 When we teach students how to analyze 
arguments, it is not enough to show how progressives 
are inconsistent with their stated principles. We should 
also make students privy to the kind of “logic” by which 
progressives often operate. Principles occupy a different 
role in progressive argumentation than they do in Classical 
reasoning. Values and ethics occupy the rhetorical 
space that first principles enjoy in Classical thought. An 
undergraduate in the umfeldgeist of the university who 
fails to understand this can be easily hoodwinked by 
progressive “consistency” without regard to the inherent 
logical fallacies it contains.

Preparation for the Progressive University
 How do we prepare students for such an 
environment and experience? Here are a few suggestions, 
many of which you probably already do.

1. It is a mistake to train students to argue with 
college professors. Rather, I would teach 
students how to work through the kinds of 
implicit and explicit attacks on their tradition, 
beliefs, values and selves they are likely to 
encounter. Role plays and “what- if” scenarios 
in your classroom discussions can prepare 
students for the real thing.

2. Teach a unit from a progressive perspective. 
The unit can be taught in the sciences or the 
humanities. Every discipline is politicized and 
influenced by progressive values. I suggest you 
do this sooner than later, even in the junior year. 
Students will then be able to digest what they 
have learned, evaluate their own tradition while 
still in it, and benefit from the insights of their 
mentors.

3. Teach students how to use their rhetorical and 
relational skills to win over peers. By “win 
over,” I do not just mean win arguments, but 
win trust. Let us teach our students to argue 
with love. Teach them to build the kinds of 
relationships that over time make room for life-
changing conversations.

4. Let us own up to the profound errors the great 
thinkers and influential people in our tradition 
have made. Do not let your students be caught 
off guard by college professors who “enlighten” 
them with the gross faults and errors of their 

heroes. The progressive narrative of Western 
civilization focuses on inconsistencies and 
failures. The best prophylactic is not a one-sided 
portrayal, but a true portrayal.

5. Discuss canons. The choice of a canon 
necessarily omits some texts. Yes, most of the 
best and influential words written prior to the 
twentieth century were composed by males. 
Better for our students to hear from us why 
that is, why it should not have been, and why it 
need not be so in the future.

6. Encourage students and parents to find a good 
church or personal contact in the university’s 
environs. I would love to see Classical schools 
network with like-minded people in university 
towns to set up non-university affiliated 
fellowships or mentors. Undergraduates need 
to see that what they were taught “works” 
somewhere other than in the umfeldgeist of their 
alma mater.
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Preparing for Multiversity
by Phillip J. Donnelly

         hat should Christian Classical schools do in order to 
prepare students most effectively for higher education?  At 
one level, the answers are obvious and have already been 
given many times. Classical schools often, for example, have 
staff dedicated to helping students negotiate the college 
application process.  Similarly, there are many resources 
available for those hoping to do well on standardized tests.  
As necessary as these kinds of practical considerations can 
be, however, Classical educators are not satisfied with such 
answers because we are concerned to help students flourish 
as whole persons.  In order to answer this question in a 
fuller way, we first need to consider the character of what 
is commonly referred to as “higher education.”  We can 
then begin to understand how a Classical education, based 
on the liberal arts, provides arguably the best preparation 
for the challenges that follow high school.  Ultimately, if 
Classical schools aim to form students who cooperate with 
God’s redemptive purposes in the world, teachers need to 
ensure that the practices that constitute the liberal arts are 
transformed in the light of Christ.
 What do people typically mean by “higher 
education”?  Depending on the speaker and the context, the 
phrase can have at least four distinct meanings.  Sometimes, 
“higher education” refers specifically to undergraduate 
training in research at a research university.  In other 
contexts, however, the term may refer to undergraduate 
technical or professional training.  Such education may 
involve a four-year degree, or a shorter program, but the 
assumed purpose is to train professionals for a specific set 
of tasks, based on a shared body of knowledge, whether 
medical care, pastoral care, civil engineering, or social work.  
Beyond an emphasis on either research or professional 
training, there is also a third possible meaning for “higher 
education”: it can refer to a four-year liberal arts degree, 
whether in the context of a faith-based university or a 
secular institution.   Even when this third sense of higher 
education is invoked, however, there is also often a further 
goal in view, a goal which indicates an additional meaning 
for “higher education”: that is, post-graduate professional 
training.  This fourth sense includes graduate research 
degrees, but also training in the applications of research, 
whether at medical schools, law schools, or seminaries.  
Despite the variety of curricula, institutions, and purposes 

named by “higher education,” I suggest that all four senses 
of the term involve a deeper set of assumptions: 1) that 
education consists of learning how to discover “knowledge” 
about the world or to apply such knowledge to the world—
regardless of whether that knowledge takes human or 
non-human nature as its object of inquiry; 2) that such 
“knowledge” consists of information about neutral objects 
that make up the world, the value of which depends on 
human purposes; 3) that the ultimate purpose of education 
is reducible to job training—regardless of whether that job 
is oriented toward research or the professional application 
of others’ discoveries.1  As we shall see, these shared 
assumptions suggest that the term, “multiversity,” rather 
than “university” or “college,” more accurately names the 
educational context of most students who study beyond 
high school.
 The political philosopher, George Grant, uses the 
term, “multiversity,” to name the institutions embodying 
the belief that knowledge consists of discrete facts about 
objects that make up the world.2  We shall consider below 
exactly what such a view of knowledge involves, but we 
should note here that the attempt to construe the world 
as a set of neutral objects whose value depends on human 
purposes is uniquely modern.  The evident success and 
power of that vision appears in the technological triumphs 
that surround us daily.  We need to appreciate, however, 
that the common complaint about how specialization has 
fragmented the academic disciplines (because no one can 
master the volume of information) is a sign of the success 
of that vision, not its failure.  The lack of integration in 
modern education more generally, of which the multiversity 
is the highest expression, reveals the “success” of this 
modern treatment of the world as neutral objects.  Why 
is the character of higher education as a “multiversity” 
important to understand?  It implies that a student who 
attends a small liberal arts college, or a Bible college, or a 
local community college, or a vocational institute, even if 
that student never attends a so-called “research university,” 
may still be participating in the larger institutional reality of 
the multiversity.   
 The multiversity embodies, in institutional form, 
three widely shared educational assumptions: 1) that 
education is reducible to the acquisition of information and 
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analytic skills; 2) that the purpose of education is to learn 
things that are “useful”—that is, to master neutral objects 
in the world; 3) that such knowledge (“information”) can 
be had without personal participation—that is, without 
engaging the affections or relying on an assumed good.  In 
regard to this last point, obviously many teachers, over 
several decades, have explicitly addressed the problem of 
student engagement.  These attempts to improve student 
engagement are, however, a response to an underlying 
assumption that remains in effect today: the belief that 
“real learning” is reducible to information that does not 
necessarily include either “values” (any particular notion of 
an assumed good) or any beauty that would evoke desire.  
When we construe the world—whether plants or other 
people—as “objects” that are “held away from us for our 
questioning,” we participate in a version of truth that is 
disconnected from goodness and beauty.3 
 How then can students be formed so that they 
go on to participate in the practices of the multiversity in 
a manner that reorients those practices toward a union 
of truth, goodness, and beauty?  The difficulty is that 
modern Classical educators sometimes reduce “grammar” 
to “information.” In doing so, we risk reinforcing the 
assumption that the world consists of neutral objects 
for human disposing.  I suggest that teachers can best 
help students prepare for multiversity by giving them a 
thorough formation in grammar, understood as a liberal art 
and in the light of Christ.  
 As many teachers in classical schools can testify, 
an education based on the verbal arts of the trivium and 
the mathematical arts of the quadrivium is simply the 
most complete preparation for any version of higher 
education.4  We can appreciate the benefits of these arts 
more fully, however, if we consider one of them in more 
detail.  What does it mean to understand “grammar” as a 
liberal art?  An “art” consists of knowledge regarding how 
to make something.5  An art is “liberal” if it is concerned 
with intellectual things (such as words or numbers) rather 
than tangible things (such as wood, metal, or paint).  
Grammar, in this strict sense, as a liberal art, consists of 
knowledge regarding how to arrange words in order to 
make appropriate statements and how those statements 
refer to reality. The term “appropriate” includes appropriate 
to the topic, the occasion, the audience, and the purpose 
of any given utterance.  By “statements” I mean not only 
propositions, but all manner of language use, from single-
word imperatives to questions.   In the same way, the term 
“refer” includes not only indicative gestures but all the 

indirect ways that reality is susceptible to being construed 
by words.  The crucial feature of mature grammatical 
formation is careful attention to the explicit and implicit 
ways in which words relate to reality.  
 The root issue in teaching the grammar of any 
discipline is for both the teacher and student to recognize 
that grammar is ultimately about faithfulness to reality—
specifically, whether our words are faithful to reality 
(created and uncreated).  Students formed in this way, 
will have little difficulty handling any new subjects or 
modes of inquiry that they face in the multiversity—they 
will be in the habit of asking questions such as, “What 
are the assumed definitions in this text (or speech, or lab 
report)?” or, “What ethical purposes are implied by this 
word?”   More accomplished students of grammar will also 
ask about the purposes of a given discourse or a mode of 
inquiry—whether those purposes are explicit or implicit.  
Such questions also obviously involve logic and rhetoric; 
however, the grammatical training is never left behind—
in effect, every decision regarding a particular word also 
involves a range of logical definitions and connotations 
that shape persuasive effect.  The key point for teachers at 
all levels to appreciate is that students form the ability for 
such advanced understanding when they form the habit of 
considering the manner in which words refer to reality. 
 Such grammatical formation may, by itself, 
enable a student to be an effective participant in the 
multiversity, but it may still limit that participation to the 
cycle of information production and consumption.  Such 
grammatical skills need to be formed also in the light of 
Christ.  I suggest that, apart from the Gospel, grammar 
tends in one of two directions: either presumption or 
despair—specifically regarding the capacity for words 
to get at reality.  Some people tend toward unwarranted 
optimism about what language can do—presuming a direct 
connection or a necessary relation between words and 
reality.  In practice, this typically involves reducing reality 
to our words, rather than using them to reveal some aspect 
of a reality greater than our words.  By contrast, other 
people may be inclined to see language as only equivocal 
or ambiguous.  In effect, they are tempted to despair of any 
meaning for language that would be greater than ourselves.  
For Christians, the Incarnation of God’s living Word in the 
person of Christ means that human language does have 
some capacity to get at reality (created and uncreated).  At 
the same time, however, the Christian insistence upon the 
ongoing effects of creaturely finitude and fallenness means 
that our verbal accounts of reality will always be partial 
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and incomplete.  Thus, Christian revelation transforms 
grammar—that is, our assumptions regarding how words 
relate to and participate in reality—by providing warrant 
for both humility and hope.
 What difference do those virtues make to the way 
in which grammar shapes the intellectual life of students?  
If students are formed by grammar in the light of Christ, 
rather than by a grammar reduced to information, they 
will have the following distinctive qualities: 1) they will be 
in the habit of using words to think well about reality—
neither forgetting the distinction between words and reality 
(presumption) nor dismissing the connection (despair); 2) 
they will have a clear sense of how to discern the implicit 
purposes for any given discipline—that is, the good implied 
by the persuasive ethos in its use of language; 3) they 
will understand each academic discipline as a tradition 
of inquiry, including specific practices and language use.  
By contrast, if students are in the habit of reducing their 
studies to information they will tend: to mistake the words 
of human inquiry for the reality being studied, to ignore 
questions regarding the non-instrumental purpose for 
their studies, and to forget the inherited character of the 
languages and academic disciplines that they use.  In other 
words, teaching the grammar of any discipline in the light 
of Christ will lead students out of themselves, whereas 
reducing studies to information simply reinforces the 
tendency to ethical egoism that dominates our culture.  In 
his conclusion to The Abolition of Man, C.S. Lewis proposes 
what he calls a “regenerate science”—that is, a manner 
of knowing that “would not even do to minerals and 
vegetables” what the construal of the world as objects does 
to human beings.6   Lewis proposes, in effect, that, if the 
realities in the world were construed as having worth and 
beauty in themselves, rather than as neutral objects for 
human disposing, we would change the investigative means 
by which we seek to understand the world.  Students who 
are grammatically prepared to discern the unity of truth, 
goodness, and beauty in the person of Christ and to bring 
that discernment to the practices of any given intellectual 
inquiry will be uniquely prepared to undertake such a 
challenge in the disciplinary contexts of the multiversity.

Phillip J. Donnelly is Director of the Great Texts Program in the 
Honors College at Baylor University.  The Baylor Honors College 

is one of the few places in the world that provides the benefits of 
an advanced Christian liberal arts college education in the context 
of a comprehensive research university.
_______________________________
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The Myth of Moral Neutrality
by John Patrick

      estern liberal democracy has been the most successful 
political system the world has produced, but what began 
with Magna Carta and progressed to elections by all the 
adult electorate has also developed new features.  In 
particular, the tolerance for the rights of others that was 
necessary to limit the power of the king has been replaced 
by a demanded tolerance legitimizing any libertine desire of 
the ruling elite. This elite panders to every marginal group 
and demands that Christianity must never show its face in 
the public square.  This is hardly tolerance and a long way 
from Milton’s understanding when he wrote: “Where there 
is a great desire to know, there of necessity must be much 
argument because argument in good men is but knowledge 
in the making.” Now tolerance has become a means of 
social control.

As Mark Steyn put it,
The United States has not just a ruling class, but 
a ruling monoculture. Its “truth” and “facts” 
and “science” permeate not just government but 
the culture, the media, the institutions in which 
we educate our children, the language of public 
discourse, the very societal air we breathe. (p57, 
After America) 

That air we breathe no longer welcomes vigorous 
discussion.

 This is why we must begin the process of reversal 
at ground level within our families, within our own early 
education environment. We must also recognize where 
our principles differ from political culture’s and teach 
our children to understand what is at stake and be able 
to deconstruct the position of the current elite, replacing 
it with the richer culture that is under attack.  It is no 
use to waste all our energies on the outcomes – abortion, 
euthanasia, the legitimization of every form of sexuality. 
We must go for the root of the tree. Classical education, at 
its best, does that, especially in its Christian development, 
but far too often we have allowed the enemy to establish an 
outpost in our heads. We think in his terms and necessarily 
he wins.
 Classical education recognizes that the foundational 

requirement for a child is that he “inhabit” the story that 
underpins Western society and that is, of course, the Bible. 
This initial step is primarily built upon the extra-ordinary 
powers of memory which God gives to children. They 
memorize with ease and they love doing it. In Deuteronomy 
6 Moses commands the Israelites to build their society 
around the family activities, especially “the dining room 
table,” and to make it the place where all the Bible stories 
are told. I do not believe explanation of the stories is 
necessary at this stage because what is happening is that the 
child’s mind is being furnished with morally consequential 
narratives that will be stored and called upon later when 
the moral challenges and choices confront us in our schools 
and adult lives. At that point the necessary principles will 
be drawn from the stories. What I have briefly described is 
the grammar stage of the Trivium.
 The next stage is teaching Classical logic so that a 
child can recognize the errors in sentences such as:
 You must be morally neutral.
 You must not be judgmental.
 All truth is relative.
 Either you agree with me or you are a bigot.

 My primary list of issues that every student must 
be clear about before they enter the State-funded, social 
engineering project called school or college is: reductionism, 
relativism, tolerance, moral neutrality, multiculturalism, the 
sanctity of life and sexual ethics.
 Learning to recognize these things is best achieved 
not so much by formal teaching but by sitting at the feet 
of great writers, from whom they learn both the logic and 
rhetoric necessary to defend their souls and also how to 
carry an audience with them on a journey of intellectual 
engagement.
 Let us first of all examine the tacit belief that moral 
neutrality is possible. You must not impose your views on 
others. Of course not, we all agree. So you must live from 
a non-judgmental, morally neutral stance. Now here is a 
wild extrapolation. Judgment is at the heart of life and it 
is increasingly a moral judgment that is required to decide 
that certain habits are not good for our health. Only a world 
devoid of logic would think itself capable of forming a 
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functional society without any foundations, without any 
agreement about basic moral issues. The phrase “morally 
neutral” could be out of Alice in Wonderland; it might have 
been coined by Humpty Dumpty or the Red Queen. In 
reality it is like a square circle - not dead on delivery, but 
inconceivable.
 When I lecture on the myth of moral neutrality, 
most audiences have to be persuaded of the intrinsic 
idiocy of the concept of moral neutrality; it does after 
all sound very nice, very tolerant, very Canadian. One 
group of students was unanimous that everyone’s ethical 
opinions are equally valid! Hence this paper might be called 
remedial thinking for those temporarily overwhelmed by 
the nonsense in the media. Thus I use the word “myth” in 
the sense of something accepted, almost reflexively, as true 
when it is false, not in the sense of fairy tales which are false 
but overflowing with truth.
 One has only to ask the question, “Why should I 
practice neutral values?” to expose the fallacy. The question 
can only be answered by proposing some far from neutral 
proposition such as, “To do otherwise would be insensitive 
or intolerant”.  This is merely a debased form of morality 
in which truth and justice are trumped by sensitivity and 
tolerance. At the very least such a radical re-ordering of 
moral priorities needs some justification.

The idea of the good.
 All societies share some fundamental ideas about 
what constitutes good and evil, at least until they are in the 
terminal stages of social decay. A healthy society prefers 
truth to lies, love to hatred, honour to dishonour and 
justice to injustice. It is true that we all have considerable 
difficulties in the translation of these ideas into the 
ethics of daily life, but we are in need of them. Different 
societies may view the same behaviours quite oppositely, 
as with suicide in the East and the West. Nevertheless, 
the underlying principle of honour is present in both; the 
difference is in how honour ought to be expressed. Here is 
where Milton’s vigourous argument comes in.
 Such vigorous intellectual activity is essential 
to a healthy society, but those who espouse the concept 
of neutral values, which demands that no-one’s beliefs 
can be challenged, necessarily suppress free speech. 
They frequently talk of zero tolerance for particular 
ideas, apparently unconcerned with the inconsistency of 
their pronouncements. To assume that human discourse 
can be conducted from a value-neutral stance certainly 

presupposes that metaphysical truth is either unimportant 
or non-existent and would logically disallow the idea of 
political correctness. The inconsistencies must be challenged 
before they are accepted.
 One of the most common arguments for ethical 
relativity and hence for the denial of objective moral truth 
is to point to the dramatically different ethical codes found 
around the world. These are undeniable phenomena 
extremely well documented by anthropologists, but the 
essential question is to establish how we should distinguish 
between these different ethical practices to determine 
which best represent the underlying ethical principles. 
Over some issues we respond intuitively, reflecting our 
own cultural history. For example, in parts of the Sahel girls 
are subjected, by older women, to extensive and painful 
circumcision to signal their passage into womanhood and 
to preserve theirs and their family’s honour. In Canada 
we call this practice child abuse and it is forbidden. In 
other words, over this issue, we are prepared to say that 
our understanding of how the concept of honour should 
be translated into the ethics of everyday life is better than 
that of the Sahelians. Who is right and on what basis do we 
judge?

Different ways of judging metaphysical truth.
 At issue is the question of metaphysical knowledge 
and here we are in great danger, because on this point 
we certainly have no consensus in North America. 
Nevertheless, some form of consensus is necessary and the 
form we achieve will determine the society we live in. I 
wish to touch upon three major approaches to this question.
 The first is found in the book of Deuteronomy. 
Moses speaking to the children of Israel in Deuteronomy 
4:5-8 told them that the law which they had been given 
was better than that of the nations around them and that 
those nations would recognize that reality. The essence of 
the Jewish position is in the concept of the “givenness” of 
the law. They did not create their own values but received 
the law from God and they believed, that precisely for that 
reason, it was better than natural human responses. The 
Jewish law’s treatment of the underprivileged, widows 
and strangers was in fact uniquely different from their 
neighbours in ways that we now consider enlightened. 
Moses simply said that the other nations would recognize 
the wisdom in the Jewish way. He didn’t say that their laws 
were more just, but that is how many nations came to see 
them in due course. Why did other nations change their 
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views?
 Just as we have criteria for deciding between 
alternative scientific theories, we have criteria for deciding 
between ethical theories. The kinds of questions that help 
us are similar: which theories have the greatest explanatory 
power for observed human behaviour, which view is nearer 
to the truth which we can observe, more just to all, more 
loving, more likely to build a stable community, more 
ethically beautiful and satisfying? Ethical relativity is a 
result of human fallibility in relating actions to the eternal 
principles of truth, justice, honour, and love. Because we 
cannot definitively describe these principles does not mean 
they do not exist; rather, it is their transcendence which 
makes them the stuff of poetry and story.
 The second approach is the Greek alternative. For 
the Greeks truth, justice, and honour were to be approached 
not as gifts but as logically demonstrable consequences of 
rationality. In the Greek view, virtue was a product of right 
thinking whereas for the Jews it was a product of obedience. 
The two can, of course, be combined as they are in St. Paul’s 
injunction “to work out your own salvation with fear and 
trembling” Phil 2:12.
  The dominant modern approach stems from our 
self-absorption. We say we create our own values. This is a 
seriously flawed theory because truth is made subservient 
to desire. We cannot, for example, control our desires, 
particularly our sexual ones; we must therefore rationalize 
them. This leaves us as prisoners of our own nature. C.S. 
Lewis expressed it like this in The Abolition of Man:

 For the wise men of old, the cardinal 
problem of human life was how to conform the 
soul to objective reality [God] and the solution was 
wisdom, self-discipline and virtue. For the modern 
mind the cardinal problem is how to subdue 
reality to the wishes of men and the solution is a 
technique. The pursuit of happiness in the modern 
sense is therefore self indulgent. Man’s conquest 
of nature must always become man’s conquest of 
other men using nature as the means. But these 
powerful people no longer think of God and God’s 
laws as objective reality so they are controlled not 
by God’s supernatural ideals but by the natural 
forces of their own heredity and environment. 
Thus man’s conquest of nature turns out to be 
nature’s conquest of man.

 Hans Jonas expressed the thought like this: “If the 
good is a mere creature of the will, it lacks the power to 

bind the will.”
 Creating our own values presumes that we can put 
ourselves in a kind of moral vacuum, but once there, we 
have no reason to create moral injunctions except those that 
satisfy our desires.

Tolerance.
 So far we have seen that moral neutrality 
presupposes the absence of metaphysical truth, that it 
espouses a moral subjectivity which is easily shown to be 
unacceptable and unworkable, that it necessarily accepts the 
equal validity of everyone’s moral choices but, nevertheless, 
passes legislation outlawing some cultural choices. 
The primary virtue of the morally neutral is tolerance. 
The question is, “Can a society be built on the basis of 
tolerance?”

Tolerance and freedom are not supreme virtues.
 No one likes to be called intolerant but it can be 
demonstrated that intolerance in certain things is essential. 
Consider the following scenario. There is a society in North 
America with the declared aim of legalizing sexual activity 
between adult males and pre-pubertal boys. “Eight is too 
late” is their slogan. Now imagine yourselves as parents of 
an eight- year-old boy who find themselves compelled to 
have one of these men as a house-guest for two weeks. He 
is charming, witty, intelligent and full of fun, but he does 
have this quirk. Will you allow him unopposed opportunity 
to use his charm and sophistication to persuade your 
eight-year-old that he is being deprived of the rightful 
experiences of every eight-year-old? I have asked this 
question of many audiences. No one has said yes. There 
are activities which all of us will not tolerate and we feel no 
shame in displaying our intolerance.  
 What sorts of behaviours do we legitimately 
attempt to suppress? I would suggest a starting list 
of four - unloving, unjust, untruthful, dishonourable 
behaviour. Love, truth, justice and honour cannot even 
share a sentence with the verb “to tolerate.” You do not 
tolerate love; you embrace it, you seek it. You do not 
tolerate truth or justice; you demand them, and honour is 
admired not tolerated. Tolerance and compromise are not 
the stuff from which great societies, great stories or even 
great professions are made. But tolerance is important. It 
is the oil which lubricates so many human interactions; 
but often its strength is to overlook error or wrong-doing, 
to have compassion on the human frailties which beset 
us all. Unlike truth, love, justice which brook no rivals, 
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the proper use of tolerance involves wise judgement. To 
lack the necessary skills of prudent judgement will lead 
the defective into either bigoted narrow-mindedness or 
libertarian excess.

The necessity for appropriate tolerance.
 Neutral values do not exist, but we do need 
the tolerance they would seek to protect to adjudicate 
the conflicts which arise in our attempts to translate the 
unchanging but only imperfectly known truth into the 
working ethics of daily living. Human judgements on how 
this should be done are very culturally dependent, as even 
a brief list of practices considered ethical in different parts 
of the world in the last century clearly illustrates. Such a 
list would include: widow burning, ritual prostitution, 
infanticide, slavery, abortion and euthanasia. Changes 
in what is considered ethical occur very slowly, but they 
are dependent on dogma for their foundation. Christians, 
for example, affirmed that all were one in Christ Jesus, 
that there was neither Jew nor Greek, neither male nor 
female, neither slave nor free from the time of Paul. But this 
doctrine did not translate into the practical condemnation of 
slavery for 18 centuries!
 What is desired, and rightly so, is tolerance as a 
normal virtue in our human interactions, but it is clear 
that the espousal of neutral values is not the way to create 
the appropriately tolerant society. Neither is the refusal 
to accept every opinion as equally valid truly intolerant; 
rather those who would demand such things are intolerant 
of logic. It is becoming apparent that the atheistic secularist 
has no adequate basis for tolerance because if this life is all 
we get and there are no individual moral consequences, 
it is logical to use power to achieve your own ends. The 
Christian, on the other hand, believes in both his own 
fallenness and the ultimate unknowableness of God in His 
entirety and therefore has good reason to be humble in the 
face of contrary opinions.

The hidden premise.
 Those who want a neutral value policy usually 
say something like, ”You keep your opinions on morals 
private and I will do the same, and in that way we will both 
be happy.” This slick piece of sophistry is neither true nor 
honest. The hidden implication is that there is no objective 
truth at stake, but, as we have already seen, in order to have 
justice, objective truth is necessary. We have to have means 
to judge. But I believe the real motivation behind the “I 

have my values, you have yours” argument is the objective 
of a libertarian society and this follows by default without 
the risk of rigorous debate, if we accept their argument. It is 
the old hatred of God in modern dress. Pascal in his Pensees 
expressed it most eloquently:

  It is the nature of self-esteem and of the 
human self to love only oneself and to consider 
oneself alone. But what can a man do? He wants 
to be great and finds that he is small; he wants to 
be happy and finds that he is unhappy; he wants 
to be perfect and finds that he is riddled with 
imperfections; he wants to be the object of men’s 
affection and esteem and sees that his faults deserve 
only their dislike and contempt. The embarrassing 
position in which he finds himself produces in 
him the most unjust and criminal passion that can 
possibly be imagined; he conceives a mortal hatred 
of the truth which brings him down to earth and 
convinces him of his faults. He would like to be 
able to annihilate it, and, not being able to destroy 
it in himself, he destroys it in the minds of other 
people. That is to say, he concentrates all his efforts 
on concealing his faults both from others and from 
himself, and cannot stand being made to see them 
or their being seen by other people.

 Throughout history there have always been those 
who wish, as they put it, to be free. But unless we are good, 
our freedom always deteriorates to license and usually to 
the tyranny of the few over the many. The bane of human 
history is the desire to be God, to be beholden to no one. 
The old Christian understanding of freedom is contained in: 
“The Truth shall set you free,” and “Whose service is perfect 
freedom.” Christian freedom is freedom to be willingly a 
servant of Christ, whereas secular freedom is freedom from 
God. Conscience for the one is a gentle nudge towards truth 
and, for the other, the guilt trip laid on them by society.

Conscience.
 The first thing to recognize is that the word itself 
shows its origins in the idea that conscience is not a feeling 
but a form of knowing. We all have the experience of being 
inwardly obligated to do “good” or to eschew “evil”. 
This is true even when it is to our own immediate hurt, 
as with passing up an opportunity to cheat. This is not a 
feeling; indeed it fights against our feelings. This is moral 
knowledge. In most cases it offers no evolutionary benefit to 
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our genes so that the reductionist is left with an explanatory 
problem. Whence cometh the moral law within? When one 
reads a law, it is normal to ask, “Who is the lawgiver?” The 
objection, of course, is that if we accept this view we accept 
our creaturely status. A lawgiver, the legitimacy of whose 
laws we cannot deny, rightly demands our obedience.

Conclusion
 So what needs to be done to remove the illusion of 
moral neutrality from our teaching guidelines and replace 
it with a more sophisticated understanding of moral 
truth, including appropriate tolerance of different ethical 
judgments? First, those who understand the process that 
has led to the logical nonsense of so-called neutral values 
must start saying so publicly and doing what they can to 
redress the damage done. We might also demand that logic 
be taught to all university students. We must all examine 
our intolerances and decide whether they are bigoted in 
the Chestertonian sense of not seriously considering the 
alternative proposition, or selfishly libertarian and therefore 
to be decried and removed, or legitimate and therefore to 
be defended. Judgment is hard, but it must be attempted 
if we are not to be left with a crude and debased culture. 
For tolerance to be properly exercised it must be held in 
tension with all the other virtues. This is what character 
formation is all about. It requires the development of 
wisdom which is quite different from the acquisition of 
knowledge and utterly different from the mere cataloguing 
of information which currently passes for education. It 
requires a recognition that metaphysical truth exists even 
though our knowledge of it is limited. Sincerity is not 
enough. As Iris Murdoch put it, “Our failure as a society is 
that we have substituted for the hard idea of truth, the facile 
idea of sincerity.” Life requires us to answer the age-old key 
questions or else to spend immense psychological energy in 
denying their cogency and paying the price for such denial.

Where did I come from?
Why am I here?
Where am I going?
How can I make sense of suffering?
How do I come to terms with mortality?
How can I believe in justice?
What can I know?
What may I believe?
What should I do?

The Jews were told that the critical educational environment 
was the home: the conversations at meals, on journeys, 
the practice of giving thanks to God morning and evening 
and of celebrating the feasts with joy before God. Moses 
taught the Jews that the reality of their faith in God must be 
lived out in the everyday environment. For us we have the 
additional promise: “Lo, I am with you always, even to the 
end of the world.” For work-ridden professionals framing 
life in these eternal realities is difficult and needs constant 
attention, but if our children have only an education that 
does not have these foundations, then they have only an 
education that is not worthy of the name.

Dr. John Patrick retired from the University of Ottawa in June 
2002 where he had been Associate Professor in Clinical Nutrition 
for 20 years.  Dr. Patrick has done extensive research into the 
treatment of childhood nutritional deficiency and has worked in 
Central Africa in the development of training programs that deal 
with childhood protein-energy deficiency.  Dr. Patrick currently 
teaches at Augustine College which offers a 1-year program 
designed to furnish each student with the building blocks – the 
basic questions and key principles – of a true education, a process 
that will in time lead him or her to wisdom.  For more information 
go to: www.augustinecollege.org and www.johnpatrick.ca .
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  very good teacher and administrator I know has a stack of 
four or five good books in perpetual company on the night 
stand.  Each demands to be read now, but at the end of a 
long day of teaching, paper grading, and preparation for the 
next day’s classes, progress is slow.  That’s why I’m five years 
late in getting to Steven Garber’s helpful title, The Fabric of 
Faithfulness. Not to worry.  His message is timeless enough to 
be appreciated when you get to it.  It is imperative enough, 
however, to move it to the top of your stack.
 His question is straightforward:   Having taught stu-
dents what to know, how do we help them connect belief to 
action such that they maintain a life of faithfulness over the 
long haul? To answer this question, Mr. Garber interviewed 
dozens of seasoned men and women from vocations in 
business, academia, and the Church, searching for common 
themes in their life experiences - those things that explain 
how they came to a “functional unity” (31) between “world-
view and way of life” (47).  Their experiences do unite, but 
more on that later.
 The answer requires context, of course, which Mr. 
Garber amply supplies by the inclusion of dozens of stories 
of young people he has taught, mentored, pastored, or with 
whom he had a chance conversation over coffee on the side-
walk outside the Bodleian library.   These stories also unite.  
They share a crisis common to students from Tiananmen 
Square to Washington DC to Rice University. 
 The stream of current culture is fed by the tributaries 
resulting from the thaw and crack-up of the deep freeze of 
the Enlightenment.   For two centuries academia has in-
sisted on an objectivist and secular view of the world, which 
can be observed, measured, and quantified.  But, quoting 
Richard Bernstein, “when values enter, they must be treated 
as noncognitive emotional responses or private subjective 
preferences” (66).  In other words, the introduction of values 
as we interpret the facts of the world has been relegated to 
an interior, personal world disconnected from the public 
square.  At bottom, it creates disjuncture between telos or 
purpose, and praxis, how we live (57-58), resulting in a loss 

of meaning, and a tendency to alienation and isolation from 
reality.
Enlightenment thinking may have taught us much about 
the world, but it has left us with incoherence as we seek to 
understand our place in it.  The dirty water flowing from 
the tap has been polluted with “Nietzschean relativistic 
nihilism, Marxist social planning, Freudian therapy and 
Bultmannian historicism” (107), which Thomas Oden calls 
“mod rot.”  The result is a definition of freedom that per-
mits us “to devote ourselves to any values we please, on the 
mere condition that we do not believe them to be true” (107).  
Each represents a labyrinth of dead-ends for students who 
ask, “How do I coherently connect what I believe…with the 
realpolitik of the public square? (66).  
 So far, nothing new here.  However, Mr. Garber’s 
contribution to educators and parents who seek faithful-
ness in their children - and the heart of his project - is found 
in the tapestry of the experiences of those seasoned men 
and women mentioned above.  Three findings emerged: 1) 
Convictions - Each formed a worldview sufficient for the 
challenges of the modern world; 2) Character - Each found a 
teacher who incarnated that worldview; and 3) Community 
- Each forged friendships with folk whose common life was 
embedded in that worldview (51, 124,174).  Woven together, 
these components proved to be powerful sustainers over the 
trajectory of a full life.
 In the neighborhood of educators served by the SCL, 
everyone I know is paying close attention to the first finding, 
attempting to impart a robust Christian worldview, which 
must, as Garber notes, “bring integration to the whole of 
one’s existence” (126).   It is the second and third findings 
that are particularly instructive.  Helping students con-
struct a worldview is challenging; after all, a worldview is 
a complex thing.  Instructional success, however, does little 
to guarantee coherence over the decades-long arc of a life.  
A Christian worldview is not merely a body of ideas to be 
mastered; it is the mainspring of commitments that must be 
lived out.
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 We should not be surprised, therefore, to find that 
men and women who maintain coherence in thought and 
behavior over time, early on found a mentor who impressed 
them powerfully and encouraged them as their lives took 
shape in young adulthood.  This single realization creates 
an enormous horizon of opportunity for the teacher who 
will re-orient his professional objectives to extend beyond a 
student’s graduation from high school.  Quoting Augustine, 
“…boys do not need the art of grammar which teaches cor-
rect speech if they have the opportunity to grow up and live 
among men who speak correctly” (150). As I tell my own 
faculty, the teacher is the primary text, but that text must be 
read within the bonds of an authentic relationship.
 The most difficult finding is the last - integrating into 
a community in which common life is embedded in that 
worldview.  “What we believe about life and the world be-
comes plausible as we see it lived out” (159).  Some schools 
like mine overtly refer to themselves as a community but 
then struggle to give real legs to the claim.  Many students 
will seek such a community in their churches, and they 
should.  Sadly, what they will often find is more relativism, a 

religious practice intensely reduced to the level of individu-
alism that fails to engage faith with broader culture, a pre-
dictable piety flowing from post-Enlightenment “faith.”  As 
a result - and I have witnessed this - some students will give 
up and leave the Faith altogether, concluding that Christian-
ity should be discarded with the rest of the mod rot.
 For this problem Mr. Garber does not offer an answer.  
But who could? He does offer a challenge along with the 
encouragement of grace.  He has provided a densely nar-
rated anecdotal account of those who have struggled to 
weave their own tapestry, and he has shown us how others 
succeeded in that effort.  In doing so, he may have shown us 
the next step in the way forward to faithful living.

Since 1998, the Rev’d John H. Heaton has served as the Headmas-
ter of New Covenant Schools in Lynchburg, VA, a classical, Chris-
tian school serving 380 students in grades K-12.  He is a former 
board member and past Chairman of the Society.  He is married 
to Heidi and has four children in grades 4, 6, 8, and 10.  He is a 
minister in the Reformed Episcopal Church and participates as a 
parish minister to the congregation of All Saints Church. 
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What Colleges Are Looking For
We asked admissions directors from several liberal arts colleges to tell us what 
they offer for graduates of Classical Christian schools and to describe the qualities 
and preparation they would like to see in applicants to their schools.  Here is what 
representatives from Calvin College, Grove City College, Gordon College, Hillsdale 
College, and Patrick Henry College had to say.

Calvin College
 In his collection of essays entitled What are People For? 
Wendell Berry envisions a responsible, contemplative living 
ethos that connects community, sustainability and place. 
When we work to understand what people are for we gain 
insight into their relationships with and connections to the 
places they inhabit. We begin to understand the need to 
form communities of virtue and character that enables a col-
lective flourishing.
 This understanding doesn’t just happen; it takes work. 
Further it takes an educated mind to assist in the formation 
of strong communities.
 Pondering what people are for often leads to the ques-
tion: what is education, and more specifically, what is college 
for? Scholar and theologian Stanley Hauerwaas writes about 
college being an “extraordinary gift.” In a world wrought 
with deep injustice, violence, oppression and all forms of 
depravity there exists a place where people have been given 
an opportunity to spend time studying; time to question; 
time to research; time to discover.
 Hauerwaas articulates that to be a student is a calling. 
As a result students need to take seriously the calling that is 
theirs by virtue of going to college. As Christians we believe 
going to college is a calling because the years spent there, 
just like everything else in life, are not theirs to do with as 
they please. The time in college doesn’t belong to the stu-
dent, it belongs to Christ.
 Connecting the ideas of student and calling is refresh-
ing particularly when the familiar measurements of the util-
ity of a college education are average debt loads, graduate 
school placement rates, and job acquisition. These outcomes, 
in isolation, threaten to minimize the “extraordinary gift” 

and mute the calling of being a student. Further it reduces 
university preparation to test placement, class rank, and 
cumulative grade point averages.
 College readiness includes the rigorous work of un-
derstanding literature, geography, natural science, math and 
why learning Latin is more than an advantage when taking 
the SAT.
 Students are also prepared for college when we call 
forth in them an excitement for who they were created to be 
and when we help them to discover and connect with the 
idea that God has uniquely gifted them to administer shalom 
(God’s peace and justice) to a world in need.
 At all levels we can prepare students for college when 
education becomes less about what it will do for them and 
more about what it will do to them.
 Students are ready for college when they start to make 
room for paradoxical tensions; when they are endlessly curi-
ous yet deeply convicted. Students are prepared when they 
are eager to be full participants in the university community 
and commit to not just watch college happen.
 Being a responsible and informed student does 
require attention to outcomes and responsible lending; 
however, when students are educated to envision their place 
in God’s Kingdom, we prepare them beyond an economic 
“return on investment.” We prepare them to contribute to 
the communities, places and world to which they belong.

Ben Arendt serves as the Director of Admissions at Calvin College 
in Grand Rapids, MI, and holds a PhD in Educational Leadership.
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Grove City College
Is it all about test scores? What about the “C” I received in 
my AP class? How many activities do you want to see on my 
resume? Questions abound at this time of year from families 
and guidance counselors asking “what makes a qualified 
college candidate.”  At Grove City College, we look to the 
heart of our students and who they want to become. As 
such, we look for life-long learners, Christ-centered leaders 
and community-driven world changers.

Life-Long Learners
Grove City College is an academically rigorous institution 
looking to attract students who are capable of achieving 
much more than they expect from themselves; therefore, we 
look for creative, engaged students who want to continue 
learning through the classical method. We seek students 
who have curious minds but who go beyond simply being 
curious to acting on that curiosity by questioning, research-
ing beyond the required assignment and actively participat-
ing in the learning process. Our students strive not only to 
earn an “A” but also to take what they have learned and 
apply it to their daily lives, their next class and their discus-
sions with friends in a residence hall.

Christ-Centered Leaders
Our admissions counselors get to know prospective students 
through our interview process and our interactions with 
candidates, learning about what they have overcome and 
how focused they are in learning more about who Christ 
intends them to be. While not all of our students are Christ-
followers, a student who attends Grove City will be faced 
with the inevitable question of “why do I believe what I 
believe” and “how do I articulate it so that I might share that 
belief with those who have never heard it.” Students learn 
at Grove City to lead within their calling as they mature in 

their identity. Students take on leadership roles at Grove 
City College that most students never face until they enter 
the work force.  Our students are known and well-respected 
for their integrity and work ethic.

Community-Driven World Changers
How have students affected and changed their current 
sphere of influence? Grove City College seeks applicants 
who have started their own business, changed and impacted 
their neighborhood in a positive and uplifting way or who 
have changed one life as a result of their desire to serve 
others. When looking over resumes, we look to see if an 
applicant went above and beyond to reach a hurting world. 
Do you want to be a community-driven world changer? If 
so, Grove City College is the right place for you to continue 
your heart for service, and you will join others like you who 
also desire to live out loud what we all have been called to 
do - serve others and affect positive change in our world.
Grove City College is a unique college that has a beautifully 
diverse student body. Whether you are already a life-long 
learner, Christ-centered leader, community-driven world 
changer or you want to grow into these roles, Grove City 
College is the right place to continue your classical learning.

Sarah E. Gibbs is the Director of Admissions at Grove City Col-
lege, located in Grove City, Pennsylvania. Known for rigorous 
academics, authentically Christian environment and a best value, 
Grove City College is comprised of 2,500 world changers. Mrs. 
Gibbs has served in higher education for over fifteen years. Her 
background includes social media, marketing and consulting. She 
has taught in the areas of Communications, Theatre and Litera-
ture. 

segibbs@gcc.edu | 100 Campus Drive | Grove City, PA  16127
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Gordon College
 In the later part of April (when spring weather ar-
rives in New England), I discovered the purpose of higher 
education. My class sat in rickety metal chairs in a still-cold 
conference room, our copies of The Complete Stories of Flan-
nery O’Connor dog-eared and underlined next to open note-
books. We were in the midst of a discovery about Hulga in 
“Good Country People,” and as I stared in awe at my peers, I 
realized that the purpose of higher education is nothing less 
than this: to love the truth and to pursue it with wholeheart-
ed passion. 
 Students at a Christian liberal arts college (such as 
Gordon College, my alma mater) have the unique privilege 
of deepening their commitment to both their faith and their 
learning during the fleeting undergraduate years. Between 
the great books honors programs, the honors thesis presenta-
tions, and the numerous campus lectures and discussions, 
the college campus is the first arena to work out how to 
think well and communicate well, as we learn more about 
the world and our calling in it. The skills of a classical educa-
tion are the foundation on which all liberal arts colleges seek 
to build. College becomes the time to deepen those skills in 
pursuit of particular passions: molecular biology or modern 
European history, music performance or sociology. The key 
foundation for learning in college rests on how we think, 
listen and communicate with one another. We build from 
these skills towards our particular passions, applying how 
we have been taught to think and engage with the material 
that most intrigues and inspires us. 
 When I read stories about the grand vision of college 
during my own search process, I always wondered about 
what it meant for my own decision-making. If this is the 
purpose of higher education, what did I need to do as a high 
school student to find a college that was a good match? How 
should I express myself and my passions? Whom should I 
get to know? 
 I learned that making college visits is an integral part 
of the experience. I can think of few situations where one 
would commit to living somewhere for four years before get-
ting a sense of the atmosphere and the community. Visits are 

structured to help you – they provide opportunities to meet 
professors, current students, and admissions representatives. 
One of the most important parts of a campus visit is actu-
ally intangible: it is the “vibe” or a “feeling” you have about 
a place. Many colleges might meet your academic interests 
and offer the sport you want to play, but you will find that 
the more you see, the more you feel pulled one way or the 
other on certain college campuses. 
 Get to know your admissions counselor! They want 
to invest in you and help you discover if the college is a 
good fit. Whether it is at a college fair or a visit to your high 
school, introduce yourself and don’t be afraid to ask ques-
tions. As you go through the process, stay up to date with 
correspondence from your counselor, whether it is over the 
phone, in an email, or snail mail. Colleges do a great job of 
keeping applicants in the know about what is needed to 
have a decision, scholarship opportunities, and what is hap-
pening on campus. If you have the option to interview, it is 
best to do so. Interviews are the opportunity to express your 
passions and interests, and to learn from the college about 
where those passions and interests fit with what is happen-
ing on campus. During my own interview at Gordon, my 
counselor told me about the Jerusalem and Athens program, 
and it was from that point on that I knew Gordon would be 
a wonderful place to deepen my faith and explore my love of 
history and theology. 
 While classes (and eventually all college experiences) 
must end, the love of learning inspired by a classical curricu-
lum and deepened in college, remains. And long after dorms 
have been chosen and orientation completed, it will be the 
wholehearted pursuit of your passions that makes your col-
lege experience truly remarkable. 

Hilary Sherratt is a 2012 graduate of Gordon College. She par-
ticipated in the Pike Scholars program, studying religion, ethics, 
and politics. She currently writes grants for the college. Caroline 
Meditz is a 2010 graduate, and studied History. She now works as 
an admissions counselor at Gordon.
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Hillsdale College
 Hillsdale College has thrived as a mission-centric 
institution since its founding, dedicated to the aims of its 
founders. In the original Articles of Association, the founders 
professed gratitude to God “for the inestimable blessings” 
resulting from civil and religious liberty as their impetus and 
claimed the belief that “the diffusion of learning is essential 
to the perpetuity of these blessings.” The College’s mission 
statement positions it as “a trustee of modern man’s intel-
lectual and spiritual inheritance from the Judeo-Christian 
faith and Greco-Roman culture,” and sets as its goal raising 
up “leaders worthy of that legacy” through a liberal arts 
education. We believe that through study of our past, we can 
learn lessons necessary for a great future, and embrace the 
idea that there are standards for Truth, Beauty and Goodness 
worthy of pursuit and practice. We observe daily that learn-
ing happens most fully in a community setting, as teachers 
and students work together in asking and attempting to 
answer hard questions in the pursuit of Truth.
 It is easy to see, in light of these aims and this at-
mosphere, why classically educated students are drawn 
to Hillsdale and do very well in our classically-based core 
curriculum. Students who have already begun to form habits 
of thoughtful inquiry, logical analysis and the ability to 
synthesize and express ideas spanning various disciplines 
find themselves already in a “Hillsdale frame of mind” when 
they arrive. Though not all students enrolling at Hillsdale 
have this previous experience, it certainly does give students 
an advantage in the realm of academic preparedness, and 
we are grateful for the work classical schools are doing to 
preserve the type of education we hold dear.
 In addition to preparedness, we look for a demon-
strated commitment to excellence and self-motivation in our 
applicants, both in academic and extracurricular pursuits. 
A college-preparatory curriculum strong in the humani-
ties, social sciences, natural sciences and mathematics is a 

must, but students who have chosen to take additional or 
advanced courses in these areas, when available, fare well 
in our demanding academic climate. They often display 
superior thought and writing in collegiate discussion and es-
says, and augment classroom learning through engagement 
in various academic societies or clubs. Additionally, we look 
for students who have found ways to put their passions and 
talents to use in the service of others. As Hillsdale seeks to 
make an impact for good in the world, we look for students 
who share that goal.
 Hillsdale’s emphasis on intellectual development is 
strong, but of equal importance is the development of moral 
character. Students study, then seek to apply, Truth, Beauty 
and Goodness to every aspect of their lives. Students who 
have already begun asking the question, “how, then, shall 
we live” plunge into this process all the more deeply at 
Hillsdale. They are aided by the high standard of conduct 
they see lauded in the Hillsdale Honor Code, and the habits 
of excellence lived out in their peers and teachers. Student 
satisfaction is high at Hillsdale, and those who graduate still 
point to their collegiate years as some of the most fondly 
remembered and formative of their lives. Planting and 
nurturing the desire for a culture of excellence and a com-
mitment to an examined life is the best preparation possible 
that classical schools, parents and educators can give to their 
college-bound students.

Andrea Clark is a 2006 graduate of Hillsdale College and the Se-
nior Assistant Director of Admissions.

Email:  aclark@hillsdale.edu
Address: Hillsdale College Admissions Office
    Attn: Andrea Clark
    33 E. College St.
  Hillsdale, MI 49242
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Patrick Henry College
 Parents involved in providing a classical education for 
their children are naturally interested in how best to help 
their sons and daughters prepare for college.  One way to 
begin formulating a plan for your student is to gather infor-
mation about what college admissions offices look for when 
evaluating a student’s application for admission. The follow-
ing is intended to give you a perspective on student prepa-
ration as seen from the admissions office at Patrick Henry 
College. 
 Patrick Henry College utilizes a classical liberal arts 
curriculum and the apprenticeship methodology to deliver 
academically excellent baccalaureate level higher education 
with a thoroughly biblical worldview. The College seeks 
to educate the best and brightest Christian young people 
to prepare them to lead our nation and shape our culture 
with timeless biblical values and fidelity to the spirit of the 
American founding. In order to select students with the best 
potential to benefit from the rigorous academic program, 
pervasive Christian ethos, and expectation for growth in 
leadership and service in our campus community, Patrick 
Henry College admissions officers carefully examine each 
applicant’s application for evidence of several kinds of 
preparation. The following areas are some of those described 
in the College’s High School Resource Guide. 
 There are several ways a student may prepare for 
PHC’s programs. The most important thing is to pursue a 
broad, rigorous, college-preparatory curriculum. The high 
school curriculum should include a robust foundation in 
the humanities and advanced courses in math and science. 
Difficult subjects will benefit the student by providing early 
exposure to college-level work. 

Develop Excellent Writing Skills
 The College has a very writing-intensive curriculum. 
Admissions officers will pay careful attention to the level of 
grammatical, logical, and rhetorical craftsmanship demon-

strated in applicants’ essays. The College recommends that 
students use Kate Turabian’s Manual for Writers and The Ele-
ments of Style by Strunk and White. 

Classical Reading
 One of the best ways to sharpen the mind and pre-
pare for a rigorous college curriculum is by reading classical 
works of Western literature. Carefully reading a few works 
by Homer, Plato, Virgil, and the Church Fathers is far better 
preparation than reading dozens of titles written in the last 
fifty years. For the best preparation, though, students should 
explore a sampling of great works from each era on a variety 
of topics.

Leadership and Service
 The College seeks students who are demonstrat-
ing commitment to servant leadership by developing their 
talents in their home communities. Extracurricular resumes 
vary greatly, reflecting each student’s interests, specific gifts, 
and the opportunities available. Most important is evidence 
that the student is seeking to faithfully honor Christ during 
the high school years.

Spiritual Growth and Maturity
 The single most important category in a student’s 
preparation for PHC is the student’s own personal faith in 
Christ. Evidence of a strong, growing personal trust in the 
Savior, the Gospel, and the Scriptures is essential. 

William K. Kellaris (MA, Michigan State University) has served 
as Assistant Vice President for Enrollment Management at Patrick 
Henry College since September, 2010.  His career in Christian 
higher education has included administrative roles in several areas 
of student life at Cornerstone University, Grand Rapids MI, Bryan 
College, Dayton TN, Liberty University, Lynchburg VA, and 
Cairn University, Langhorne Manor PA.
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Math Educator and Dean 
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JAMES K. A. SMITH: Professor of 
Philosophy at Calvin College and author 
of Desiring the Kingdom and Imagining the 
Kingdom

PHILLIP DONNELLY: Director of the 
Honor’s Program at Baylor University 
and author of Milton’s Scriptural 
Reasoning: Narrative and Protestant 
Toleration.

LOUIS MARKOS: Professor of English at 
Houston Baptist University and author 
of From Achilles to Christ: Why Christians 
Should Read the Pagan Classics.

KEN MYERS: Founder of Mars Hill 
Audio and author of All God’s Children 
and Blue Suede Shoes.
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PHILOSOPHY & HISTORY TRACK
100 Level (Introductory Essentials)

A Brief History of Ancient and Medieval Education
Andrew Kern, Consultant, Circe Institute

History of Modern & Progressive Education
Dr. Jason Edwards, Grove City College

In Defense of Latin
Christian Kopf, PhD, Professor of Classics, University 
of Colorado 

200 Level Seminars (Intermediate Content)

Educational Virtues: Polanyian Perspective on C.S. 
Lewis’ Abolition of Man
Jon Fennell, PhD, Hillsdale College

Poetic Knowledge
Robyn Burlew, Academic Dean, Harrisburg, PA 

Formative Education
Jamie Smith, PhD, Calvin College

Wonder to Wisdom
David Diener, PhD, Academic Dean, Ft. Worth, TX

300 Level Seminars (Advanced Content)

Giants of Education
Christian Kopf, PhD, Professor of Classics, University 
of Colorado

400 Level Seminars (Specific topics, Panels, Exhibi-
tions)

Speaking About Evolution
Paul Laywell

CURRICULUM & PEDAGOGY TRACK
100 Level (Introductory Essentials)

Introduction to the Trivium
Kevin Clark, Academic Dean, Orlando, FL

Introduction to the Quadrivium
Ravi Jain, Math Educator, Orlando, FL

Essential Principles of Classical Pedagogy
Christopher Perrin, PhD, Consultant, Camp Hill, PA

Teaching with Excellence
Lori Jill Keller, Grammar School Principal, Birming-
ham, AL

200 Level Seminars (Intermediate Content)

What Makes Math Different: Teaching Math in 
Classical Schools
John Mays, Novare Press

Training Rhetoric Skills in Grammar School
Trish Detrick, Orlando, FL

No Teacher Is An Island: Collaboration within The 
Walls of Your School
Trish Detrick, Orlando, FL

300 Level Seminars (Advanced Content)

A Critique of Modern Assessment and Grading
Andrew Kern, Circe Institute

Integrating Art Across The Curriculum
Courtney Sandford

Is Chemistry Classical?
John Mays, Novare Press

Managing The Great Transition from Lower to 
Upper School
Marcus Foster, Fort Worth, TX

400 Level Seminars (Specific topics, Panels, Exhibi-
tions)

Upper School Humanities Instruction
Phillip Donnelly, PhD, Baylor University

Why Your School Needs Debate
Leslie Moeller, Boerne, TX

Sample Class: A Lesson in Grammar School 
Literature--Aristotle and Charlotte’s Web
Mary Clifford

Greek Theater for The Classical Classroom
Karen Moore, Director of Curriculum and Instruc-
tion, Georgetown, TX

 
COMMUNITY & CULTURE TRACK
100 Level (Introductory Essentials)

Building An Exceptional Student Culture
Robert Littlejohn, PhD, Head of School, Durham, 
NC

Community Building Among Parents, Teachers and 
Students
Rod Gilbert, Head of School, Austin, TX

Grace-Informed School Discipline: Panel of Four 
Headmasters
 

200 Level

Incorporating Liturgy in The Classroom
Jenny Rallens, Boise, ID

Three Stories of Meaningful Parent-Partnerships
Liz Caddow, Head of School, Santa Clara, CA

Eric Cook, Head of School, Fort Worth, TX

The Classical School Meets Pop Culture
Ken Myers, Mars Hill Audio, Charlottesville, VA

Taking a Classical School from Good to Great
George Sanker, Head of School, Charlottesville, VA

300 Level

Shepherding Grammar School Hearts
Lori Jill Keeler, Grammar School Principal, Birming-
ham, AL

 
ADMINISTRATION & LEADERSHIP 
TRACK
100 Level

Essentials of School Leadership
Keith Nix, Head of School, Richmond, VA

Board Dynamics and Best Practices
Keith Nix, Head of School, Richmond, VA

Leading Faculty
Andrew Elizalde, Academic Dean, Richmond, VA

200 Level

Providing Excellent Professional Development for 
Teachers
Rod Gilbert, Head of School, Austin, TX

Technology and Classical Education
Aaron Gentry

Financial Aid Best Practices

300 Level

Leading your Key People
Rod Gilbert, Head of School, Austin, TX

 
400 Level

School Security: A Panel Discussion
How to Achieve And Maintain School Sustain-
ability
Mark Guthrie, Head of School, NC

ADVANCEMENT, MARKETING & COM-
MUNICATIONS TRACK
100 Level

Word of Mouth Marketing: Telling the Story of 
Your School
Eric Cook, Head of School, Fort Worth, TX

 
200 Level

Effective Fund Raising
Jason Lewis, Head of School (former Advancement 
Director), York, PA
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